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A swashbuckling adventure story that reveals for the first time how Diego de la Vega became the masked
man we all know so well

Born in southern California late in the eighteenth century, he is a child of two worlds. Diego de la Vega's
father is an aristocratic Spanish military man turned landowner; his mother, a Shoshone warrior. Diego
learns from his maternal grandmother, White Owl, the ways of her tribe while receiving from his father
lessons in the art of fencing and in cattle branding. It is here, during Diego's childhood, filled with mischief
and adventure, that he witnesses the brutal injustices dealt Native Americans by European settlers and first
feels the inner conflict of his heritage.

At the age of sixteen, Diego is sent to Barcelona for a European education. In a country chafing under the
corruption of Napoleonic rule, Diego follows the example of his celebrated fencing master and joins La
Justicia, a secret underground resistance movement devoted to helping the powerless and the poor. With this
tumultuous period as a backdrop, Diego falls in love, saves the persecuted, and confronts for the first time a
great rival who emerges from the world of privilege.

Between California and Barcelona, the New World and the Old, the persona of Zorro is formed, a great hero
is born, and the legend begins. After many adventures -- duels at dawn, fierce battles with pirates at sea, and
impossible rescues -- Diego de la Vega, a.k.a. Zorro, returns to America to reclaim the hacienda on which he
was raised and to seek justice for all who cannot fight for it themselves.
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From reader reviews:

Marcus Galvan:

The book Zorro: A Novel make one feel enjoy for your spare time. You can use to make your capable a lot
more increase. Book can being your best friend when you getting strain or having big problem using your
subject. If you can make examining a book Zorro: A Novel to become your habit, you can get a lot more
advantages, like add your own personal capable, increase your knowledge about many or all subjects. You
can know everything if you like available and read a e-book Zorro: A Novel. Kinds of book are a lot of. It
means that, science reserve or encyclopedia or others. So , how do you think about this guide?

Anthony Pisano:

Reading a book being new life style in this yr; every people loves to go through a book. When you study a
book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your knowledge, since
book has a lot of information into it. The information that you will get depend on what forms of book that
you have read. In order to get information about your research, you can read education books, but if you act
like you want to entertain yourself look for a fiction books, these us novel, comics, and also soon. The Zorro:
A Novel provide you with a new experience in reading through a book.

Michelle Saunders:

Many people spending their period by playing outside along with friends, fun activity together with family or
just watching TV the whole day. You can have new activity to spend your whole day by examining a book.
Ugh, think reading a book can actually hard because you have to take the book everywhere? It ok you can
have the e-book, bringing everywhere you want in your Mobile phone. Like Zorro: A Novel which is
keeping the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's notice.

Kathryn Kern:

Reading a reserve make you to get more knowledge from the jawhorse. You can take knowledge and
information coming from a book. Book is composed or printed or outlined from each source in which filled
update of news. Within this modern era like now, many ways to get information are available for anyone.
From media social similar to newspaper, magazines, science reserve, encyclopedia, reference book, new and
comic. You can add your knowledge by that book. Are you hip to spend your spare time to open your book?
Or just looking for the Zorro: A Novel when you required it?
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